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  INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS GENERATION 5
QUARTER WINDOW LOUVERS

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1 RT        Quarter Window Louver 2         3-M Adhesion Promoter
1 LT        Quarter Window Louver 1                Instruction Sheet

6   Mounting Brackets 6      Mounting Screws 1                Paint Prep Sheet

TOOL LIST
3 MM Hex Wrench

NOTE:
Our new style Generation 4 and 5 Quarter window louvers are easily removeable to easily clean
the Quarter window glass beneath.
1.   Each window louver is marked with and L or R on the poly bag to desinate it's location. You will also
      find the L and R on the back side of the louver in the lower rear corner. " R " being the passenger side
      and " L " being the driver's side.
2.   Attach the three mounting brackets to the window louver using the screws provided tighten lousely. Look
      at the photo for the bracket mounting.

PHOTO

3.   Clean the Quarter Window glass with glass cleaner prior to starting installation.
4.   Position louver into the quarter glass. See the location of mounting bracket contact to glass. Remove
      louver and wipe contact areas with the 3-M adhesion promoter supplied.
5.   Remove the RED tape backing on the mounting brackets install of window louver. Carefully set the 
      window louver on the Quarter glass and apply pressure to the louver over the mounting brackets to
      thoroughly adhere the tape. If you are not  comfortable in positioning louver to glass, you may remove 
      tape backing on mounting bracket one at a time.
6.   Remove window louver and apply pressure to brackets to make sure the tape is thoroughly adhered
      to glass.
7.   Allow tape to cure for ONE HOUR before installing louvers.
8.   Install window louvers to windows. Tighten fasteners securely. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. This will cause
      the brackets to loosen from the glass. 
Suggested materials for paint
Dupont 2319 Plastic prep.
Dupont 23305 Or equivalent adhesion promoter ( For Paint ) 
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